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1. INTR~D~JCTI~N 
The present paper continues the discussion of Reynolds operators on 
Banach algebras, begun by the second author in [I], with an examination of 
some of their spectral properties. Despite the title, averaging operators are 
barely mentioned; a detailed treatment of this class of operators is given in 
the second paper of the series, [2]. 
We recall the terminology and notation of [l]. ‘9I is a complex Banach 
algebra, not necessarily commutative, with identity e, and b(a) is the Banach 
algebra of all bounded linear operators on 91 into 23 , with identity I (in [l] 
the identity was denoted by E). The term Reynolds operator refers to an 
element T of b( 21) satisfying the Reynolds identity 
(I+T)(Tx*Ty)=T(Tx*y+x.Ty) (all x, y E ‘u). (1.1) 
For a E ‘?I we write Sp(a), Res(a), R(A, a) for the spectrum, resolvent set, 
and resolvent of a, respectively. For a linear operator K, we write in addition 
PtSp(K), ConSp(K) and RdSp(K) for the point, continuous, and residual 
spectra, and B)(K) and %(K) for the domain and range of K. 
Our discussion of spectral properties of Reynolds operators is partly 
motivated by an implicit connection between this class of operators and the 
configuration of circles in the complex plane passing through 0 and 1. Let T 
be a Reynolds operator, and let 01 E PtSp(T), 01# 0, 1, so that Tu = LW 
for some u E a, 24 # 0. Putting x = y = u in (1 .l) we get 





(n = 1, 2, 3 )... ), (14 
so that cl, = 01. The points CY, all lie on a circle passing through 0 and 1 and 
the sequence {an} has 0 as limit point. We shall call any circle through 0 and 1 
a (0, I)-circle, and this can include the real axis. The familiar figure of con- 
jugate systems of coaxal circles with 0 and 1 as foci is used in [l] and [3]. 
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If u is not nilpotent, it is clear that 01 gives rise to an infinite sequence {an} 
of points in PtSp( T). 
More generally, if also TV = /3v, then 
T(w) = 4 
a+/3-(Yp 
and if uv f 0 then the number 
(1.3) 
belongs to PtSp(T). The extended complex plane with 0 deleted is a group 
under *. 
CONTENTS. The points 0 and 1 clearly have special roles for Sp(T), and 
we begin by examining these in Section 2. At least one of the points must lie 
in Sp( T)-in fact in PtSp( T) if e E ‘%(T). If 0 E Res( T) then T has the standard 
representation T = (I - D)-l in terms of a derivation D; if 1 E Res( T) then 
T = - G(I - G)-‘, where G is an antiderivation. 
Next, in Section 3 we look at a case where T is meromorphic, in the sense 
that its resolvent R(h, I’) has countably many singularities only, all poles, 
except for an accumulation point of singularities at 0. Here one can use the 
work of A. E. Taylor on meromorphic operators on Banach spaces. We con- 
sider only the case where the sequence {s} is specified as the sequence of 
poles, and simple poles at that; this is in a sense a model for more complicated 
cases. Our most straightforward result is the Corollary to Theorem 5, for a 
Reynolds operator of the form C SE,, . This is a specialization of our more 
general but seemingly less complete treatment of the form 2 a,E, + C, 
C quasinilpotent. Section 4 gives an example in illustration of these forms. 
The results of this paper have a bearing upon the existence of so-called 
‘special Reynolds operators’, whose presence in 8(%) was a required condi- 
tion in the main theorem in [3]. A particular case of such an operator is a 
Reynolds operator whose spectrum is the sequence (1.2) together with 0. 
Thus the analysis in Section 3 gives sufficient, but by no means necessary, 
conditions for ‘$l to admit special Reynolds operators. 
2. THE POINTS 0 AND 1 
We recall that the terms derivation and antiderivation refer respectively 
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In [I] it was supposed in addition that D and G belonged to b(a), but for 
the present discussion we need to consider possibly unbounded operators. 
So by a derivation D we shall now mean a linear operator whose domain is a 
subalgebra of ‘8, whose range is in ‘?I, and which satisfies (2.1) for all 
x, y E a(D). By an antiderivation G we shall mean a linear operator of %, 
whose range is a subalgebra, and such that (2.2) holds for all X, y in 2I for 
which the right-hand side is defined. 
Formally D and G are inverses. In fact, if G is one-to-one then G-l is a 
derivation. It is not a consequence of (2.1) that 93(D) is an ideal in 9l (cf. the 
example at the end of this section), so we refrain from making the simplifying 
assumption that the domain of an antiderivative be an ideal. 
Bounded antiderivations are discussed in [4], Section 3; we use below the 
result, proved in that paper and previously remarked by F. V. Atkinson, that 
every antiderivation in b(a) is quasinilpotent. 
It is known that the Reynolds operator T, when regular, has the representa- 
tion T = (I- D)-1. (This observation seems to be due to G.-C. Rota [Sj; 
it was previously noticed in a particular case by I. Molinaro [6]). A formal 
substitution D = G-l gives the formula T = - G(I - G)-1. Reynolds 
operators of this form also exist. In fact, these two representations of T can 
be regarded as extreme cases of the formula 
T = Q + (I - D)-l - (I - G)-l 
derived in [l] (cf. [l] p. 546, h w ere the discussion refers only to bounded 
D, G); here Q is idempotent, QD = D = DQ, QG = 0 = GQ, and D and G, 
are derivation and antiderivation respectively provided Q and I - Q are 
averaging. Which of the two extreme forms is possible can be related to the 
locations of 0 and 1 in Sp( T), as we now show. 
First, we remark that at least one of0, 1 lies in Sp( T), and $0 E Res( T) then 
1 E PtSp( T). 
PROOF. Suppose 0 E Res(T); then %(T) = ‘?I and so e E g(T). But then 
Te=e (supposeTw=eandtakex=y=win(l.l)). 
THEOREM 1. If 0 # PtSp(T), then D = I - T-l is a derivation, with 
1 E Res(D), so that 
T = (I - D)-l, 
and a(D) = g(T). 
PROOF. It is clear that a(D) = s(T), and, since D must be closed, that 
1 E Res(D). In (1 .l) write 
TX = (I - D)-1 x = a, x = a - Da, 
Ty=(I-D)-‘y=b, y = b - Db. 
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we get 
ub + (I - D)-l (ab) = (I - D)-’ (2ub - u . Db -- Du . b). (2.3) 
Now a(D) is a subalgebra of 2I; in fact by (1.1) 
a6 = TX . Ty E %(T) = B(Z - D) = a(D). 
Therefore the left-hand side of (2.3) becomes (I - D)-r (ab - D(ab) + ub), 
and then (2.3) gives 
D(ub) = Da . b + a . Db (all a, b E B(D)). // 
THEOREM 2. Let 1 $ P&p(T). y G = - T(Z - T)-1 then 1 E Res(G) 
so that B[(Z - G)-r] = ‘%I, 
- (I - G)-l G C - G(Z - G)-l = T, (2.4) 
and G is an antiderivation. 
PROOF. We have D(G) = %(I - T), so that G(Z - T) x = - T,x for all 
x E 2f ; and so for x E D(G) we have TX E 13(G) and 
Gx = (G -Z) TX, (2.5) 
and also 
(Z-G)x-x-Gx=(Z-T)(Z-T)-lx+T(Z-T)-lx 
=II (I - T)-l x. (2.6) 
Therefore (I - G) x = 0 implies x = 0, so that (I - G)-l exists; and by 
(2.9 TX = - (I -G)-‘Gx for x E B(G), and so T 2 - (I - G)-* G. Also 
B[(Z - G)-l] = {(I - T)-l x : x E B(G)} by (2.6) 
= ((I - T)-l x : x E %(Z - T)} 
= 2x. 
Therefore 1 E Res(G). 
Now consider - G(Z - G)-l. For x E ‘u, (I - G)-l x exists and belongs to 
B(G), so that B[G(Z - G)-l] = 2I. Write 
- G(Z - G)-l x = y, (I - G)-l x = u. 
Then y = - Gu and x = u - Gu, so that 
y=x-u. (2.7) 
But by (2.6), (I - G) u = (I - T)-l u, that is x = (I - T)-l u, so 
x - TX = u. (2.8) 
Thus by (2.7) and (2.8), y = TX, i.e., T = - G(Z - G)-l. 
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The proof that G is an antiderivation goes much as in the proof of Theo- 
rem 1. One writes (I - G)-l s = a, x = a - Gu, TX = - Ga and similarly 
for y, 6 in (1. I), and obtains after a short calculation 
(I - G)-l (Ga - Gb) = G(I - G)-1 (Gu - 6 + Q - Gb), 
valid for all a, b E D(G). This gives (2.2) when (Gu * b + a * Gb) E D(G), 
as required by the definition of an antiderivation. 11 
THEOREM 3. If 1 E Res( T), then Sp( T) = {0}, so that T is pusinilpotent. 
PROOF. By Theorem 2, G exists, has domain 21 and is bounded, so by [4], 
Theorem 3, Sp(G) = (0). Write f(A) = - h(1 - h)-1; f is holomorphic on 
Sp(G), and f (G) = - G(I - G)-l = T. The spectral mapping theorem for 
the operational calculus gives 
SP(T) =f@pW = {OJ ii 
A prototypal example illustrating these properties is got by taking ‘8 
to be CIO, 11, the Banach algebra of all complex-valued continuous functions 
on the closed interval [0, 11, with the supremum norm, and for x E C[O, l] 
writing 
(W (4 = j: x(B) 4% D(G) = CIO, I]. 
This G is an antiderivation in ?8(C[O, l]), so by [4], Theorem 3, Sp(G) = {0}, 
and -G(I-G)-rx=-(G+G2+~~*)~. Write T=--(I--)-l; 
one finds easily that, for 0 < OL < 1, 
(TX) (a) = - P ji e-5x(/3) dfi. W) 
This is essentially Molinaro’s example of a Reynolds operator. We note that 
PtSp(G) = ~zi; since 
s(G) = {r : y’ exists and belongs to C[O, 11, y(O) = 0) 
is not dense in CIO, I], 0 E RdSp(G). By the spectral mapping theorem, 
Sp( T) = (0) = RdSp( T). 
The inverse D of G is 
(4 (4 = X’W, B(D) = S(G). 
Clearly D is unbounded. For all complex h and all x E CIO, l] the equation 
x = (hl - D) y has the unique solution 
y(a) = - eAu j[ e-A6x(/l) d/3 
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in g(G), so Sp(D) = 6. XIoreover T = (I- D)-i; I‘has both extreme forms, 
as Theorems 1 and 2 imply. 
We note that if 
(D,x) (a) = x’(a), 33(Q) = {y : y’ exists and belongs to C[O, 113, 
then D,G is the identity on CIO, I] and GD, is the identity on ‘33(G). Since 
D,x = Ax has solutions /3eAa in C[O, l] f or all A, PtSp(D,) is the whole complex 
plane, and T has no representation in terms of D, . 
3. MEROMORPHIC REYNOLDS OPERATORS 
In this section we consider the following situation: 
(i) The spectrum of T consists of the sequence (1.2) together with 1 (= 010) 
and 0. The point (Y (= ar) is arbitrary, except that we assume OL f 0, 1 to 
avoid degenerate cases, and a f (k + 1)/k for positive integral k, to ensure 
that the sequence is defined. 
(ii) Each (II, (n = 0, 1, 2,...) is a simple pole of the resolvent 
R(h, T) = (AT - T)-l; the residue idempotent at cz, is written E, , so that 
E,E, = 6,,E%, E,, f 0, I for all n, m. 
Then ([S], p. 1049) the resolvent is representable in the form 
where u, 3 0 and Q(l) is an entire function of l/c. The series converges in the 
uniform operator topology, uniformly with respect to 5 on any compact set 
disjoint from Sp( T).l 
(iii) The above representation is valid for v,, = 1 for all n, so that 
(3-l) 
Then by the First Main Theorem of [8], 
1’ =L c c&, + C, (3.2) 
TL=O 
’ Note that to omit the condition E. ;-- 0 would by ‘I’heorem 2 imply that 
Sp(T) = {0}, so that T would be only trivially meromorphic. 
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where C is quasinilpotent and the series converges in the uniform operator 
topology. And if B = CL,, a,E, , then BC = CB = 0, Sp(B) = Sp(A), and 
W, B) = + + f.. (A% -- +j 4 , R(5, C) = D(l) (3.3) 
so that 
R(5, T) = R(5, B) + R(5, C) --- +I. (3.4) 
We propose to find algebraic conditions on the E’s and C for the case 
when T is a Reynolds operator. To this end, we introduce the function 
s, = Tj = hT(I - (I - h) T)-l (3.5) 
used in [l], and write 
[-L- j+C-l 1-A -* 5 
Take S,, to be defined for all X in the set 
&J E Res(T) or h = 1; A # 01 , 
and write /I = (a - 1)/a, 
1 
%=w; /3 # 0, J- for all positive integers K. k (3.6) 
Then 5 = 01, when h = n/3; the (0, 1) circle in the [-plane through LY is mapped 
to the ray in the h-plane from the origin through /3. By substituting from (3.1) 
into (3.5) and rearranging, we find 
s&d- 
n=O A - nP En + 
Note that with 
u, -7 &CR&, c) = hC(I -- (1 - h) C)-1, 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
UJh is an entire function of h. 
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LEMMA 1. For n = 0, I, 2,... let yn denote a small circle iit the X-plane about 
n/3, with anticlockwise orientation. Then 
(3.9) 
PROOF. Use (3.7). // 
In [l], Theorem 6, it was remarked that when T is a Reynolds operator, 
we have 
(VI + (A + p - v) As,) (SAX * S,y) = S,(ps,x . y + Ax * S,y) (3.10) 
for all x, y E 91 and all A, CL, v E A. It is clear, conversely, that when this 
holds, T is a Reynolds operator (take h = ,u = v = 1). 
We shall now assume T to be a Reynolds operator, and proceed to obtain 
consequential algebraic properties of the E’s by integrating around points n/3 
with respect to the variables A, I*, and Y in (3.10), and also using other relevant 
results, such as (3.2). The results come more economically if the particular 
integrations and substitutions, and the order in which they are taken, are 
chosen with some care. The consequential properties are listed as l”, 2”,..., 
below. They apply for all x, y E CU. 
I”. Er(Ejx.E,y)=Oifj, k, 130, lfj+k. 
PROOF. Divide (3.9) by V, then integrate with respect to v around yz , 
using the first equation in (3.10). We get 
(A + P - 43 E&%x - &Y) = E&&x . Y + hx * 4~) (3.11) 
forZ= 0, 1, 2 ,... . (Note that integrating without first dividing and then using 
the second equation in (3.10) leads to the same equation with an extra factor 
Z/3, and so gives (3.11) for I = 1, 2 ,... but not 1 = 0. The advised procedure 
avoids the undesirable factor. This device is used repeatedly below. 
Next, divide (3.11) by h and integrate with respect to h around yj , to get 
after collecting terms 
W - IS -I- CL) Et(Ejx * KY) = PEdEjx *Y) (3.12) 
forZ,j=O,l,.... Finally, divide by p and integrate with respect to TV around 
yL , to get, for j, k, 1 3 0, 
(j $- k - I) pE,(E,x * E,.y) =- 0. 
The result follows. // 
2”. Ej,,(Efx * E,y) = E3x * E,y if j, k 2 0. 
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PROOF. Divide (3.9) by h and integrate with respect to h around yj , to 
find 
4 * s,y + (.iI + p - 4 S”(EP ’ GY) = P&(@ ’ Y) (3.13) 
forj 3 0. Then divide by p and integrate with respect to p around yk . This 
gives 
(v - (j + k) 8) S,(E,x . E,cy) = vEjx . EI,y 
forj, k 3 0. Now substitute for S, using the form (3.7) and l”, to find 
(I - Ej+k) (EjX . Eky) = (1 - (’ t,k) ‘1 U,(EjX * Eky). (3.14) 
The right-hand side must be independent of v: from this we deduce that it is 
zero, as follows. Fixj, k and write 6 = (j + k)fl, v = 1 - u, 5 = right-hand 
side of (3.14). Then from (3.8), 
f = (1 - u - 0) C(I - UC)-l (EON . E,y) 
==(l&~)~ a”-Tn(Ejx * E,y). 
72=1 
This holds for u in some neighborhood of 0, and f is independent of u, so 
the coefficients of o’, 02,... vanish. Write w, = Cn(Ejx * Eky); we get 
f = (1 - 0) WI + f @[(l - 0) f%+, - %I 
n-1 
and so w, = (1 - 8) w,,,, for n = 1,2,... . 
In particular, the case rr = 1 is G(E,x * E,y) = (1 - 0)-l C(E,x * Eky) 
(and 0 # 1, because of the restriction placed on 01 in the first paragraph of 
this section). But (1 - 0)-l does not lie in Sp(C) = (0). Therefore 
C(E,x * Eky) = 0, 
i.e., w1 = w2 = *se = 0, and so f = 0. The stated result is now proved. // 
if j, I > 0. The dual formulas, having the operators which act on x and y 
interchanged in each term, likewise hold. 
PROOF. Substitute for S,, in (3.12), using (3.7) and I”, to find 
E,(Ejx *y) - E,(Ep * E’miy) = ((j ;‘)’ + 1) E,(Ep * U,y), (3.15) 
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valid for j, 1 3 0 if we define E,, = 0 for negative n. Assume this convention 
henceforth. The right-hand side must be independent of CL; with 
wr = E,(E,x * Cy) we find by an argument similar to that used above that 
wr = 0 and the right-hand side of (3.15) is zero. This equation and 2” now 
give the stated result. // 
It follows as the particular case j = I = 0 that E, is an averaging operator: 
E,(E,x . y) = E,,x * E,y = E,(x * &y). 
4”. C(Ejx - Eky) = 0 (j, h > 0). 
5”. E,(Ejx . Cy) = 0, E,(Cx . E,y) = 0 (j, 13 0). 
Proofs of 4” and 5”. These are the results eo, = 0 in the previous two 
proofs. 4” can also be deduced from 2”, using CE, = $C = 0. 
6”. E,(Cx my + x . Cy) = (2 - Z/3) E,(Cx * Cy) (13 0). 
PROOF, Put h = p = 1 in (3.11) and simplify, using 
S, = T = f or,E, + C (3.16) 
n=o 
and l”, 2”, 3”, and 5”. 11 
7”. Eix * Cy + j/3C(Ejx * Cy) = C(Ejx * y) (j > 0). 
PROOF. Put p = Y = 1 in (3.13) and simplify using (3.16) and 1” to 5”. // 
We have proved 
THEOREM 4. If T = C”= )1o anEn + C is an operator in %(a) satisfying 
(i), (ii), and (iii) at th e b eginning of Section 3, and is in addition a Rqwlds 
operator, then 1” to 7” above hold. 
We next consider whether conversely the properties 1” to 7” imply that T 
is a Reynolds operator. The argument is in one sense simpler, so that we can 
treat a somewhat more general situation. Suppose in what follows that: 
(iv) T has the representation 
T = f ol,E, + C, 
n=o 
(3.2) 
in terms of the sequence {~yn} of (3.6) and boundedpairwise orthogonal idempotents 
E n, with C quasinilpotent, and that the series C SE,, converges strongly but 
not necessarily uniformly. We assume T E d(9l) (which is, in any case, a 
consequence of the strong sequential completeness of d(Q); see [Ill, 
Theorem 215.1). 
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For arbitrary A E b( 3) and X, y E 2I introduce the notation 
so that R(A; X, y) = 0 for all X, y E 21 is the Reynolds identity. 
In R(T; x, y), substitute for T the form (3.2) and simplify, using 1” to 5” 
above. There are no convergence difficulties in manipulating the orders of the 
infinite summations involved, and we find that 
R(T; X, Y) = R(C; X, y) + C 1 Epy . E~Y{cQ~~( 1 + aj+l~) - aj+k(aj + ak)] 
j k 
+ C ol,[Ejx . Cy + Cx * Eiy + E,(Cx * Cy) 
+ C(Ejx . Cy) + C(Cx . Ejy) 
- C(Ep my + x * Ejy) 
- E,(Cx *y + x * Cy)]. (3.17) 
The double sum disappears because the definition of the sequence makes the 
expression in braces identically zero. The single sum can be simplified some- 
what by substituting for the last two expressions in the square brackets from 
6” and 7”, recalling that 01~ = I/( 1 - jfl). This leads to 
R(T; x, y) = R(C; x, y) + f [C(Ejx * Cy + Cx * E,Y) - E,(Cx * CY)] 
j=O 
and we have 
THEOREM 5. If T = Cm= n o a,E,, + C is an operator in b( 2i) satisjjing (iv) 
and 1” to 7” above, then suficient further conditions for T to be a Reynolds 
operator are: that C be a Reynolds operator, and fw all x, y E 2l the identities 
8”. C(Ejx * Cy + Cx * Ejy) = Ej(Cx * Cy) ( j 2 0) 
hold. 
The authors have tried without success to close the gap between the 
necessary and the sufficent algebraic conditions as instanced in the last two 
theorems. For example, one might suspect that 8” could be deduced like 
1’ to 7” from the hypotheses in Theorem 4, and hence also that C is a Reynolds 
operator if T is; but we cannot prove this. 
However, the situation is much simpler if it is known a priori that C = 0. 
This case arises in particular if the series C$o E,, converges strongly to I: 
this follows from 4” by summing over j and k and taking y = e, We have the 
following corollary to Theorems 4 and 5: 
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COROLLARY. If B == C,“=O a&‘,, lies in b(B) and satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii) 
then I”, 2”, and 3” are necessary and sufficient conditions for B to be a Reynolds 
operator. 
It can be verified that the corollary holds with the sum C a,E” taken to be 
the limit in the strong topology. In fact, if C = 0 then (3.2), as a strong limit, 
implies (i) and the first sentence of (ii) at the beginning of this section, together 
with (3.1), as a strong limit, with cP(LJ = 0. See [9], Theorem 4, with a 
slightly modified proof. This is sufficient for the ensuing arguments to go 
through. 
We remark that the particular sequence (3.6), though characterizing the 
Reynolds property in a certain loose sense, is not the only sequence producing 
a Reynolds operator. It is the only solution to the recurrence problem 
‘yiQ(l + aj+k) - OLj+k(+ + ak,) = 0, 
ag= 1, 5 # positive integer 
1 
(which arises in (3.17)). Equation (3.17) suggests that (~1 needs to be a 
solution of this recurrence relation if C c+,E, is to be a Reynolds operator, 
given that the E’s have the specified properties; but other more complicated 
sequences are possible, and can arise in two ways. On the one hand, one can 
start with a number of initial points OL, a’,..., &), each giving rise to its own 
sequence {a?)} of the form (3.6), and to further such sequences arising from 
points (cf. (1.3)) of the type 111(P) +. LX(~), and more generally of the type 
‘k (N * a?) and from points arising by convolution from these. On the other 
hand, an identity EjX * &y = 0 (all X, y E a) for some j, k allows a sequence 
{(yn) to break off prematurely. Some of these possibilities, as well as other 
extensions of the present theory, are discussed in l-121. 
In this paper we have considered only the case where the points LX,, are 
simple poles of the resolvent. The work can be extended to the case of 
multiple poles by using the results in [lo]. This is done in [12] for double 
poles. 
The operator B in the corollary above is a special Reynolds operator, in the 
sense of [3], Definition 2. Thus if 8(‘%) contains a sequence E, with the 
properties required in the corollary, it contains a special Reynolds operator, 
and then Theorem 3 of [3] applies to 5X. 
One further remark. In [7] a formula is given for the resolvent of a Reynolds 
operator C subject to the condition that the spectral radius v(Ce) of Ce is 
less than 1, which at the same time implies that C is quasinilpotent. Unfortun- 
ately the implication does not go the other way: if C is a quaainilpotent 
Reynolds operator it could happen that ~(0) > 1 (e.g. take C to be the 
operator (2.9) on CIO, r] with y > log 2). Thus if C in (3.2) is a Reynolds 
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operator, it may be possible to use the formula of [7] to replace R({, C) in 
(3.4) in some cases, but it is not clear that this can be done in all cases. 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
Take 6 to be a given Banach algebra, and % the Banach algebra of all 
formal power series 
x = co + Cl5 + cg + *-* (Cn E Cl 
in an indeterminate 5, with norm 
Define operators ,?Z, for n = 0, 1, 2,... by 
E,,(co + cl{ + cJ2 $ a-) = c,ln. 
It is easily verified that these E’s satisfy 1” to 3” above, and (iv) with C = 0. 
Indeed, the series C a,E,, converges uniformly. Thus its sum B, given by 
B(c, + Cl5 + c2p $- -) = co + &j5 +&g i- ... (4.1) 
is a Reynolds operator in 58(2I). 
Since Cz=o En converges strongly to I, no quasinilpotent operator C (other 
than 0) can be found in this case making C cx,En + C a Reynolds operator. 
Examples with nonzero C can be constructed from this, for instance by 
using direct sums of ideals. Thus, let 9I, be another Banach algebra, with C a 
quasinilpotent Reynolds operator in 23(%,) (for example, one could take 
2li = CIO, l] and C the operator (2.9)), and let 
be the vector-space direct sum, with product defined by 
(a + a,) (b + b,) = dJ $ Q, (4 b E% a1,h e 'u,), 
and norm 
II a + Ul II = ‘I a II + II a, /I . 
Then Ql and 2lr are closed orthogonal ideals in 3. Extend B of (4.1) to 3 
by writing B(u + ur) = Bu, and C to 5 by C(u + ur) = Cur. We find that 
T = B + C is a Reynolds operator of the type (3.2), for I” to 3” can be shown 
to hold, and 4” to 7” hold trivially. 
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